
Digital Footprints 



ESRC’s portfolio of data collections and data 
services



Digital Footprints is 
one of the three major 
areas of new 
opportunity that the 
ESRC Data 
Infrastructure Strategy 
commits to over 5 
years.





Issues we’re trying to solve include:

Data is hard to find & access

Bilateral licensing creates inefficiencies, prevents interlinking, 
and creates reproducibility challenges

 Lack of data  lack of tested, robust new methods, tools, 
ethical standards, governance practices

 Inequities in data access



The landscape of data readiness
‘The availability and quality of the UK nation’s data dictates 
our ability to respond in an agile manner to evolving events.’

Data Readiness: Lessons from an Emergency. The DELVE Initiative



Scope and vision

 Data generated through our everyday engagement with devices and 
systems

 Address critical gaps within the research data landscape to harness the 
research potential of such data

 Unlock new evidence-based insights to address global challenges 

 Ensure our work is trustworthy, inclusive and responsible, secure, and 
sustainable
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What is the Digital Footprints programme?

The Digital Footprints programme is a 6 year programme to be 
delivered in two phases:

Phase 1
• £10 million
• Running from April 2022 to September 2024 

Phase 2
• £49 million 
• Running from April 2023 to April 2029



Phase 1 (2022-2024):



Objectives





Digital Footprints Two Year Plan

2023
• Accellerator scheme outline stage closing 20th of July
• Digital Footprints Strategy published
• Partnership development & engagement underway
• Strategic Advice Team championing & engaging the research community
• Data services – expression of interest open
• Digital research infrastructure – call open
2024
• Strategic hub fully established
• Data services commence
• Cross cutting programmes – call open 



Your involvement

Strategic Advice Team
• Digitalfootprintscommunity.org
• Workshops

• international best practice: 18th of May
• technical aspects of our digital research infrastructure: 7th of June
• Meet the Digital Footprints Strategic Hub team: 27th of June



Your involvement

Calls:
 Deliver foundations for a transformation in digital footprint data – UKRI

(EOI stage closing 20th of July)

Consultations:
 DARE UK - SATRE: TREs features survey, Federated Architecture 

Blueprint request for comment
 Joint Committee on Human Rights will scrutinise the Data Protection and 

Digital Information Bill for its impact on human rights – submit evidence 
by 26th of May

Connect with me: Deborah.Kroll@esrc.ukri.org



ESRC: Economic and Social Research Council @ESRC Economic and Social Research Council

Thank you


